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Jungle Java Kids Wild for BEAM

Jungle Java play center has installed BEAM interactive gaming system at
their newest location in Clinton Township, Michigan. Orca Coast
Playground and Theme Magic Solutions brought EyeClick on board for the
project to add a unique high-tech activity to the play center. The jungle
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theme comes to life with a magical forest design and exotic animal motifs.
In addition to BEAM, Jungle Java also has a sports court, slides, a rope bridge,
and even a laser maze.

BEAM turns any indoor area into a full blown virtual playground. It is based on a highly
advanced gaming platform with motion activated games that everyone can play with their
entire body. Multiple players can run, twist, and dance, using their hands and feet to activate
sounds and colorful graphics projected on the �oor. BEAM is the perfect activity for Jungle
Java as they put families’ health and safety �rst. There are no parts to touch or trip on so
parents can relax and watch their kids play in a safe and clean environment.

Bill Dunbar, Owner of Orca Coast Playground and Theme Magic Solutions shared, “We are
thrilled to have had the opportunity of contracting EyeClick on a recent project in Detroit
Michigan for a long time client of ours Jungle Java. This was Jungle Java’s fourth successful
Michigan location and the only location with such an advanced play system and other
attractions. They were responsive and detail orientated when it came time to apply their
magicand did so �uidly and e�ectively.”

About EyeClick

EyeClick Ltd. (www.eyeclick.com) specializes in creating inventive products that transform
designated spaces into magical experiences. EyeClick has helped leading brands, from
Samsung and Volvo to NASA and GE, transform their �oors, walls and window areas into
spectacular interactive displays that leave a long-lasting impression on visitors. EyeClick
gives designers, hospitals, event planners, retailers, media companies and other
organizations the ability to showcase rich interactive digital content in public spaces,
including family entertainment centers, medical centers, museums, malls, airports and
chain stores.
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